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Welcome!

Today’s smart, sophisticated office spaces go beyond
simple desks, chairs, and conference rooms. An
ideal work environment is designed around people
– how we connect, how we stay productive, and how
we celebrate what makes one another so unique.
At HON, our mission is to invigorate, inspire, and
innovate every space – small, large, and everything in
between – with solutions designed to encourage and
enhance productivity, creativity, and collaboration in
all the best ways.
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The next-gen
g
office
The Changing Nature of the
Office Space and the Workforce
The office is no longer the end-all, be-all default for work.
You’ve heard a lot about “hybrid work,” in which employees
split time between home and the office. And we gleaned
a lot from Microsoft’s recent 2021 Work Trend Index, which
surveyed more than 30,000 employees.
66% of business decision makers are considering redesigning
physical spaces to better accommodate hybrid work
environments. The data is clear: extreme flexibility and hybrid
work will define the post-pandemic workplace. –Microsoft’s
2021 Work Trend Index.
Employees want to be heard. They’ve been quite comfortable
at home, and while many would like to return to work (65%
of those surveyed would like more face time with their
coworkers), they’re not exactly eager to return to a place
that hasn’t changed in a meaningful way.
Safety is still of utmost importance, but right behind safety is
the work environment itself. A hybrid workforce, one that will
be spending time at home and in the office, doesn’t want
to work in the “same old office.”
The Work Trend Index offers compelling evidence for taking
action to update (and upgrade) the workspace: “The way
companies approach the next phase of work—embracing the
positives and learning from the challenges of this last year—
will impact who stays, who goes and who ultimately seeks
to join your company,” the report says.
“Physical office space must be compelling enough to entice
workers to commute in, and include a mix of collaboration
and focus areas. Meeting rooms and team culture will need
to evolve to ensure all voices are heard.”
In other words, the new office must be modern, and it must
be a space that workers WANT to come to.
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66% of business decision
makers are considering redesigning physical spaces to
better accommodate hybrid
work environments.

66

%
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HON’s No-Fail Office
Furniture Favorites for Your
Return to Work
You need furniture options that are fit for today’s workplace
and down the road. It’s inevitable that, as work evolves, so
too will the office.
One thing that isn’t likely to change: every great office setup
starts with a great chair.
The truth is, most people aren’t working in a “good” chair.
An instant upgrade comes in the form of the HON Ignition®
2.0 task chair. Not only is it stylish with its Designer White
frame option and customizable colors, it has new features
that add to its ergonomic capability.
Workstations should support all
types of work—and for this, we
recommend a height-adjustable
desk that allows employees to
stand or sit. This is a healthy habit
to get into.
Next, Astir™ Collaborative Work
provides supportive seating flexible
enough to fit into your existing
office space, and plenty of ways to
collaborate with distancing in mind.
Storage is a great addition, as
well. Contain storage from HON
maximizes your office footprint, and
is outfitted with bench cushions
for mobile seating. Fuse storage is
made for today’s aesthetic with a
variety of size and color options.
Now, it’s up to you. Are you ready
to create a space that’s tailored—
and inspiring—for the next chapter
of work?
Reach out to us at hon.com or
contact your HON dealer to get
started on a new, invigorating and
rewarding space for you and your
employees.
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Physical
office space must be
compelling enough
to entice workers to
commute in, and
include a mix of
collaboration and
focus areas.

One thing that isn't
likely to change:
every great office
setup starts with a
great chair.

CLICK TO BUILD
DESIGN YOUR
SPACE
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Executive & Conference

Chairs
Cofi®

Executive High-back Chair
Shown in Blink Bright Blue

LEAD BY EXAMPLE
Your job is to collaborate, create, and motivate - that means you need a chair that
exudes confidence and drive. HON’s powerhouse collection of executive and
conference seating offers the smart customizations and sleek design you want and the
exceptional support and powerhouse performance you deserve.
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Chairs

Cofi®

Managerial Mid-back Chair
Shown in Rush Blueberry and Murmur Conquer

TAKE COMMAND
You never get a second chance to
make a first impression – so why not
make a memorable one? With Cofi’s
intuitive functionality, thoughtful
detailing, and contemporary back,
finish, and fabric choices, closing the
deal has never been more stylish or
sophisticated.

Cofi®

CLICK TO BUILD
AN EXECUTIVE
CHAIR

Executive High-back Chair
Shown in Davenport Leather Camel
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Ignition®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Merit Hedera with Ignition Multi-purpose chairs

Nucleus®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Dapper Sky with Titanium Mesh
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Chairs

Mav™

Executive High-back Chair
Shown in Pebble Moss

CLICK TO BUILD
A MAV EXECUTIVE
CHAIR
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TACKLE THE TASK
Getting the job done doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice
your lower back. With keen ergonomic comfort and
customizable options available on every chair, you can
problem solve and brainstorm with the best of them.

Task

Chairs

Cliq®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Quill Well with Fog mesh
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Chairs

Cliq®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Merit Rainfall with Regatta mesh

DEPEND ON CLIQ
With clean and contemporary lightscale design, easy comfort, and
reliable support, Cliq isn’t just any
task chair – it’s the office BFF of your
dreams. This remarkably intuitive
seating solution just “gets” you. The
way you move, the way you sit, and
the way you stay productive – all day,
every day. Now that’s a co-worker
you can depend on.

Cliq®

Mid-back Task Stool
Shown in Spry Fizz and Breeze mesh
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A

Ignition®
It doesn’t matter if you’re big or small–
you need a solution that’s designed
to fit your body, your space, and your
style. Customizable and contemporary
Ignition task chairs offer superior
support and remarkable adaptability to
keep your productivity – and comfort at its peak.

Ignition Chairs
A. Shown in Bluff Coach fabric and Breeze mesh
B. Shown in Dapper Slate fabric and Fog mesh
C. Shown in Black mesh
D. Shown in Moxie Hemp fabric
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B

Chairs

C

D

Style and substance
are the keys to
Ignition’s success.

CLICK TO BUILD
AN IGNITION
TASK CHAIR
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Nucleus®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Dapper Sky with Titanium mesh
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Chairs

Solve®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Merti Sandstorm with Black Lumbar

Solve®

Mid-back Task Chair
Shown in Dapper Merigold with Ember Lumbar
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HAVE A SEAT
It doesn’t matter if you’re partial to powerful pops of color or prefer
the tranquil vibe of the traditional - we’ve got a wide variety of
stylish guest chair options to help your clients feel right at home.

Guest & Multi-purpose

Chairs

Nucleus®
16

Multi-Purpose Stacking Chair
Shown in Moby Cloud

Chairs

Accommodate®
Guest Chair & Stool
Shown in Purl Pasture and Braid
Chairs stack up to 4 high

Ceres®

Flock®

Shown in Dotty Indigo
Stacks up to 4 high

Shown in Oxford Sunshine

Multi-purpose Chair

Casual Guest Chair
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Ignition®

Multi-Purpose Chair
Shown in Mode Bonsai
Stacks 4 high

Mav™

Mid-back Chair,
Wire Base
Shown in Artisan Fossil
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Chairs

Motivate®

Nucleus®

Shown in Regatta
Stacks 6 high

Shown in Centurion Frost

Stacking Chair

Multi-Purpose StackingChair
Stacks 4 high

Ruck™

Guest Chair
Shown in Pinnacle
Stacks 6 high
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A

Lounge
SEATING

COME ON IN AND STAY AWHILE
There’s nothing that says “welcome”
better than soft, cozy seating.
From warm, luxurious fabrics to
stellar support to easy comfort,
HON designs lounge chairs that
encourage meaningful connection
away from the hustle and bustle of
the central office.
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B

Chairs

C

Astir™
Who says hard work needs to be

D

uncomfortable? Whether it’s a causal
collaboration or a much-needed
respite from your corner cubicle, our
elegant and modern lounge seating
celebrates the ability to work away
from your desk in style and comfort.

Astir Working Lounge Chairs
A. Shown in Blink Sea Green with Light Knit screen.
Pouf shown in Square One Fleece
B. Shown in Contourett Steel
C. Shown in Cool Carbon
D. Shown in Moby Atlantic and Checkmate Rust 		
with Charcoal mesh screen
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A

B
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Chairs

C

D

Flock®
Seamless. Supportive. Smart. Flock
seating leaves the chaos behind with
cohesive, mobile elements designed
to offer endless options for social
engagement and easy collaboration.

Flock Lounge Chairs
A. Shown in Purl Shuttle
B. Shown in Spin Alabaster,
Tribeca Burnt Orange and Maharam Insignia
C. Shown in Spin Cobblestone/Raven
and Purl Braid
D. Shown in Moxie Elysian and Ensemble Harbor
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A

Grove®
An ideal collaborative space doesn’t
just deliver on connectivity – it offers
soft comfort, exceptional support,
and smart flexibility that makes room
for people to share ideas, meet
goals, and exceed expectations.
Grove seating encourages everyone
to put their feet up, huddle up, and
power up in seamless style.
24

Chairs

B

C

Grove Lounge Chairs
A. Shown in Pebble Zircon and Seed Harbor
B. Shown in Outlander Electric
C. Shown in Centurion Marsala and Multiply Contrast
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A

Mav™
Designed to adapt to almost any space, a Mav
lounge chair makes its mark as a standalone
getaway or a grouping for touchdown meetings
over coffee. With its accompanying ottoman and
choice of richly colored fabrics, you’ll feel right at
home while you’re hard at work.
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Chairs

B

B

C

D

Mav Lounge Chairs
A. Shown in Purl Alpaca
B. Shown in Perimeter Kumquat/Tribeca Burnt 		
Orange; Outlander Saffron and Sprint Gold
C. Shown in Parker Rioja with
Kingswood Walnut legs
D. Shown in Apt Mantle fabric with
Mandala Sunset seat
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A

B
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Chairs

C

West Hill®
There’s no place like home for easy
comfort. But when you’re looking for office
solutions that encourage people to refresh,
recharge, and refocus, look no further than
the exceptional, effortless elegance of
West Hill seating.

West Hill Lounge Chairs
A. Shown in Ritz Butternut and Artisan Seaport
B. Shown in Moby Gull and Ritz Sage
C. Shown in Moby Gull and Ritz Sage

CLICK TO VIEW
WEST HILL LOUNGE
OPTIONS
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How to
Find the
Right Chair
for You and
Your Style

In an office setting, different people
will have different working styles.
At home, you may have a work
style that varies from your spouse,
your roommate, your child, etc.
A chair can fit your style, whether
it’s the aesthetic of your home or
the way in which you like to work.
Let’s look at three types of working
styles and how to find the best
chair for each.
The Determined Worker: You
come into work, whether it’s
at home or in the office, and
get things done. You don’t like
distractions and aren’t a huge
fan of numerous features. You
want a comfortable chair that
supports you throughout the day
while you’re working. For you, we
recommend the Nucleus chair.
Nucleus is one of the industry’s
most comfortable office chairs, and
it will allow you to stay focused and
productive all day.
The Dependable Worker: You’re
focused on being a reliable worker
who will deliver on what you’re
asked to do, every time. HON’s
Ignition 2.0 chair is the ideal
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choice for dependability. “This
chair has stood the test of time. It’s
been around for 11 years and was
refreshed in 2017 to accommodate
changing preferences. It’s going
to do exactly what you need it to
do, and all you need to think about
is what you have to accomplish
during the work day.” said
Jeremy Tinkler, Manager, Product
Marketing for The HON Company.
The Easygoing Worker: You
aren’t fazed by much. For the
more relaxed worker, HON
recommends the Convergence
chair. Convergence provides the
right combination of value and
quality that you would expect

from a commercial-grade product,
and it also comes at a price point
that appeals to a value-oriented
customer.
“Convergence doesn’t necessarily
stand out, but it will always be the
chair that flies under the radar
while providing some of the best
comfort that HON has today,”
Tinkler said.

Convergence
doesn’t necessarily
stand out, but it will
always be the chair that
flies under the radar
while providing some
of the best comfort that
HON has today

Chairs

Home Office Type 3:
The Small Space
Raise your hand if you’ve found
yourself working at the kitchen
table, on the couch or occasionally
responding to emails from under
the covers. It’s OK, we won’t tell.
When space is at a premium,
you’ve got to get creative.
And here’s a little secret: you don’t
even need a specific space in your
home to create a great workspace—
you just need the right furniture.
That’s where the Coze™ desk
becomes an asset; we designed
Coze to be a simple, no-frills
solution that can work anywhere
in the home and give you exactly
what you need with the look you
want.

We call Coze “the perfect workfrom-home partner” with its easy
assembly, quick-ship option and
durability. Optional built-in storage
lets you decide how to best stay
organized, while a clean, light-scale
look in a variety of laminate and
finish colors ensures that it feels
right at home no matter the décor.
Then, it’s time to bring the space
together with the perfect chair—
because it’s time to say goodbye
to workdays spent in kitchen
chairs and on bar stools. Ignition®,
Solve® and Cliq™ are among
our top work-from-home HON
seating solutions, and each brings a
unique blend of style, comfort and
function.

Let’s build a home office that
works for you. Visit our website
and use the HON Room Designer
to find the combination that
works best for you.

CLICK TO CHECK OUT
ROOM DESIGNER
HON.COM
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A

Desks
10500 Series™
Looking for beauty and brains? The 10500 Series
collection of desks and storage components has
cornered the market on both. With its smart
adaptability, streamlined design details, and
lasting performance, it’s the perfect choice for
private offices, reception stations, and
even open plan workstations.
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B

Desks

C

D

10500 Desks
A. Shown in Kingswood Walnut
B. Shown in Pinnacle
C. Shown in Portico Teak and Charcoal
D. Shown in Florence Walnut
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A

B

Concinnity™
Choice is a beautiful thing. Concinnity’s coordinated
suite of desks and storage components deliver first-class
options that make any workspace – open or private – a
luxury destination.
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Desks

C

D

Concinnity Desks
A. Shown in Florance Walnut
B. Shown in Kingswood Walnut
C. Shown in Sterling Ash and Designer White
D. Shown in Kingswood Walnut
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A

Coordinate™
Raise the bar or hold your own with
Coordinate’s Sit-to-Stand desks. With
accommodating height-adjustable solutions,
you’ll be able to stretch your legs or sit tight
– whatever helps you get the job done in
comfort and style.
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Desks

B

C

D

Coordinate Height Adjustable Tables
A. Shown in Designer White and Silver
B. Shown in Natural Recon and Black
C. Shown in Florence Walnut and Loft
D. Shown in Florence Walnut and Designer White
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A

B
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C

Desks

D

Mod™
Day-to-day life in the office can get
complicated sometimes, which is
why a simple solution feels like a
breath of fresh air. Mod solutions
offer any workspace – big or small
– straightforward, no-nonsense
design, exceptional durability, and
distinctive, solid craftsmanship that
stands the test of time.

Mod Desks
A. Shown in Slate Teak
B. Shown in Sepia Walnut
C. Shown in Java Oak

E

D. Shown in Slate Teak and Simply White
E. Shown in Slate Teak and Simply White
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A

A

Voi®
Versatility combined with vibrance make Voi’s
range of clean-lined desks and smart storage a
fun workflow solution. With exciting ColorWav™
options, you can add a touch of personality
while maintaining maximum adaptability and
productivity.
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Desks

B

C

Voi Desks
A. Shown in Kingswood Walnut
with Designer White legs
B. Shown in Kingswood Walnut
and Designer White with Regatta legs
C. Shown in Designer White and Mocha
with Titanium legs
D. Shown in Designer White and
Kingswood Walnut with Ember legs

D
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A

B

Workwall
What if we told you there’s a single solution that ties clever creativity,
meaningful connection, and streamlined organization into one cohesive unit?
Workwall is a brilliant tile system that mixes and matches fabric, glass, metal
and laminate materials with a variety of tools and accessories, making it an
invaluable performer and exemplary partner to a variety of HON products.
42

C

Desks

D

Workwall Tile System
A. Shown in Pebble Glass markerboard tile,
Blazer Lite Harmony fabric tile and
Champagne Metallic slotted tool tile
B. Blazer Lite Bliss fabric tile, Designer White
laminate media tile and metal accessories
C. Shown in Portico Teak Laminate tile and
Disperse Igloo fabric panel
D. Designer White Laminate Tile, Blazer Lite Harmony
Fabric Tile, Pebble Glass Markerboard tile and
Sterling Ash floating shelf with Black accessories
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A

Cubicles
Abound®
Stack the deck in your favor - it’s easy with
Abound workstations. With a variety of office
layouts, privacy options, a rainbow of tile choices,
and super easy installation, it’s the breath of fresh
air you’ve been looking for.
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B

Cubicles

C

D

Abound Workstations
A. Shown in Blazer Lite Mood fabric and
Natural Recon laminate with Silver paint
B. Shown in Blazer Lite Shelter and Tender fabric tiles,
Designer White slotted tool tile, and Kingswood
Walnut gallery panels.
C. Shown in Kingswood Walnut gallery panels,
and Blazer Lite Aspire fabric tiles
D. Shown in Blazer Lite Pillow and Spin Oat fabric tiles,
with Designer White gallery panels and paint
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A

B
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Cubicles

C

Accelerate®
If you want to gain momentum, you need to Accelerate.
Adaptable as they come, this agile and dependable
workstation system will grow with you, whether you’re a
start-up or an established organization.

Accelerate Workstations
A. Shown in Landscape Sheen panel fabric with
Loft worksurface and paint
B. Shown in Sarto Ash with Portico Teak Gallery panel and
Loft paint
C. Shown in Blazer Lite Shelter fabric tiles,
with Florence Walnut gallery panels and Fossel paint
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A

B

Empower®
Hit the bench with Empower – a workspace solution that offers shared
work areas and keen adaptability for smaller spaces. With built-in
modularity and a multitude of finish choices, it makes working together
something to look forward to.
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Cubicles

C

D

Empower Workstations
A. Shown in Portico Teak with Designer White
paint and Blazer Light Wish panel fabric
B. Shown in Pinnacle laminate and Silver paint
C. Shown in Sterling Ash laminate and
Designer White paint
D. Shown in Sheer Mesh laminate and Platinum
Metallic paint
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Gravitation®
Keep your productivity humming with
Gravitation Beams – a sleek data solution
that will help you harness the power of
connection in an open plan office.

Gravitation shown in Designer White and Titanium .
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Cubicles

Unika Vaev®
A superior space isn’t all about beautiful furniture and
how its placed – acoustics make a huge difference in how
employees maintain focus. Unika Vaev acoustic solutions
add contemporary visual vibrancy while turning down the
volume on busy shared environments so you can perfect
your project in peace.
hon.com CUBICALS 51

What’s your
organization

style?
What’s Your Organization Style?
Why It Matters (And How to Own
It) Everyone loves a quiz, right?
Let’s learn something about
ourselves, how we work and how to
organize better. Try to answer these
questions honestly, as you’ll get
more out of it (along with a game
plan to get organized, for good!).

How do you prefer to receive
files?
a. Digitally
b. Physical copies
c. Both
Where do you typically store
loose files?
a. In a filing cabinet
b. Around my desk
c. Wherever is convenient
Does a cluttered desk make you
anxious?
a. Yes
b. No
c. Sometimes
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If your answers were “mostly a” to
the questions above, you’re likely an
active organizer. “Mostly b,” and you
may lean toward being an archival
organizer. For those who live right
in the middle, that’s OK too—we
often meet customers who prefer a
combination of both.
Organization isn’t necessarily a
science, but it’s absolutely a skill.
Your workspace can become busy in
the blink of an eye, which isn’t ideal
for your focus or productivity.
The key to being organized is
knowing what type of organizer
you are. If that makes no sense
whatsoever, you’ll be in good shape
by the end of this article—and that’s
a promise.
The Art of Archival Storage, and
What It Means in the Workplace
It’s Monday. You’re organized, ready
to tackle the week and the coffee
has never smelled better.
Hello, Wednesday. You’ve had a
couple long days, papers are piling

60% of adults have
judged a colleague by
the cleanliness (or lack
thereof) of their desk.
SOURCE: ADECCO

up everywhere, maybe you can’t find
your phone under the clutter.
Ah, Friday. Wait, is it Friday? Maybe.
Probably.
Over the years, several studies have
shed light on what disorganization
costs you in terms of time and,
ultimately, productivity. A Wall Street
Journal report said the average
office worker wastes one hour each
day simply because they aren’t
organized—which is about six weeks
per year.
In a word: yikes.
Tackling Clutter, While Also
Staying Organized in the Office
Your coworkers notice, too. A survey
commissioned by Adecco in 2012
found that nearly 60% of adults
have judged a colleague by the
cleanliness (or lack thereof) of their
desk.
You won’t find any judgment here,
although it’s true that people
who lean more toward archival
storage may be more prone to

disorganization. But why?
In fields like law and accounting,
which require physical files, there’s
a volume of paperwork and
documentation that needs to be on
hand. When you’re juggling multiple
projects and clients, the clutter can
pile up quickly.

Is Active Storage a Better Option
for Your Workspace Setup?
If the thought of a mess of papers
and random items on your desk
sends a chill up your spine, you’re
probably not an archival organizer.
An active organizer is more of
a minimalist, but also prefers
efficiency within their workspace. If
you’ve read one of the thousands

Think of active storage and
organization as simplifying the
workspace, and keeping what you
don’t immediately need (workout
clothes for after work, today’s lunch
or mail) elsewhere while you’re
focused on the tasks at hand.
Workplace Storage Solutions for
Both Organizing Styles
We also like to recommend digital
storage options, which allow you to
focus your workspace organization
on the things that will help you
get work done—think of recent
work files (relevant to a current
project), medical files for upcoming
appointments or anything you
need *now*.
The difference between active and
archival shouldn’t be confused with
clutter and clean; instead, it can be

a direct result of your line of work or
what your clients need you to have.
Regardless of your personal storage
style, we can help you enhance it.
The Future of Organization Is
Exciting
Admittedly, we love to wax poetic
when it comes to storage. It’s
an underrated element of the
workspace, and as we mentioned
earlier, being organized is a skill.
Our team has been working on
new organization solutions for all
types of work that balance both the
simplicity of active storage with the
detail required to manage archival
storage. What if you could turn your
workstation into a multipurpose
productivity hub that keeps you
organized?
It’s possible...and it’s coming soon.
Stay tuned to hon.com as we unveil
the next generation of storage
solutions. No matter your organizing
style, we think you’ll love what we’ve
been working on.

Contain storage shown with Workwall and Voi Desks in Kingswood Walnut.
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Storage

We’re not saying you need to
channel your inner professional
organizer to get back on track. We
can, however, begin to understand
the importance of being organized—
even if paperwork is part of your
job and/ or preferred organizational
style.

of articles online about work-fromhome desks, or been served an
Instagram ad for a new workstation,
you’ve seen the hyperbolic form of
active storage.

A

Storage
Contain® and Storage Islands
How do you optimize storage that’s already exceptionally versatile, durable,
and reliable? Simply add Storage Islands, a smart laminate frame that fits
over your existing solutions to help pull your workspace together with
expert efficiency.
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B

Storage

C

Contain Storage with Storage Islands
A. Shown in Kingswood Walnut and Designer White

Contain Storage
B. Shown in Sienna and Designer White
C. Shown in Harvest and Brilliant White
D. Shown in Designer White and Regatta

D
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A

B

Flagship®and Storage Islands
The Flagship storage collection has always been tough and
trustworthy. But paired with Storage Islands – a remarkable
organizational solution that maximizes the usability of your space – it
evolves into an all-encompassing solution that makes any space more
dynamic, streamlined, and functional.
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C

Storage

D

Flagship Storage with
Storage Islands
A. Shown in Designer White and
Florence Walnut
B. Shown in Titanium and Phantom Ecru
D. Shown in Shown in Designer White and
Florence Walnut

Flagship Storage
C. Shown in Titanium
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A

Fuse™
With its vibrant color palette to keep
your space energized and effortless
ability to store everything from snacks to
sneakers, Fuse is the storage dynamo of
your dreams.
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Storage

B

C

Fuse Storage
A. Shown in Atom
B. Shown in Designer White and Ion
C. Shown in Atom, Designer White,
Ion and Charcoal
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A

Tables
B
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C

Tables

Arrange®
Whether it’s a quick chat

D

over cappuccinos or a longer
collaborative lunch, Arrange tables
offer relaxed flexibility with a variety
of heights, shapes and sizes to help
bring some tranquility to your task.

Arrange Tables
A. Shown in Designer White and Textured Platinum Metallic
B. Shown in Designer White and Textured Sliver
C. Shown in Designer White and Textured Sliver
D. Shown in Designer White and Textured Sliver
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A

B
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C

Tables

Between®
With endless versatility and a wide
array of shapes, sizes, and laminates
to choose from - plus easy storage
capabilities - Between tables deliver
sleek style and remarkable reliability to
any kind of space.

Between Tables
A. Shown in Silver Mesh and Textured Silver
B. Shown in Loft and Charcoal
C. Shown in Sheer Mesh and Black
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A

Birk™
Sleek, simple, and solid, Birk tables are the right choice for
any space designed to encourage relaxed collaboration. The
straightforward, modern design makes pairing almost any
seating option a breeze, and its variety of shapes and sizes
make it the perfect solution for a quick coffee or an impromptu
brainstorming session.
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Tables

C

Birk Tables
A. Shown in Natural Maple with Textured Brownstone
B. Shown in Sterling Ash and Textured Designer White
C. Shown in Portico Teak and Textured Black Mica
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Huddle
When the team needs to strategize, a good Huddle
is vital. These multi-purpose tables score big points
for adaptability, making them the star player when it
comes to collaborative meetings or training sessions.
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Huddle Tables
A. Shown in Designer White with Charcoal base
B. Shown in Kingswood Walnut with
Charcoal base
C. Shown in Silver Mesh with
Textured Platinum Metallic base
D. Shown in Kingswood Walnut with
Regatta edge and Designer White base
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Motivate®
With built-in technology, intuitive
flexibility, and endless adaptability,
Motivate tables are a no-brainer
solution for any multipurpose space.

Motivate Tables
A. Shown in Designer White and Regatta
B. Shown in Harvest and Platinum Metallic base
C. Shown in Portico Teak and
Platinum Metallic base

D

D. Shown in Handspun Pearl and
Platinum Metallic base
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Preside®
From one-on-one meetings to
department think-tank sessions,
the Preside series of contemporary
tables support ample productivity on
both a small and large scale.

Preside Tables

D

A. Shown in Portico Teak and Titanium
B. Shown in Pinnacle and Designer White
C. Shown in Shown in Portico Teak and Titanium
D. Shown in Florence Walnut and Designer White
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Scramble®
Mix up your meeting without the hassle.

D

Scramble tables offer flexible mix and
match options to suit almost any lounge
or meeting space. A cohesive design and
variety of finish choices make bringing
people together effortless and fun.

Scramble Tables
A. Shown in Ice White Etched and Pinnacle
B. Shown in Ice White Etched Glass and Peppercorn
C. Shown in Kingswood Walnut with Florence Walnut
D. Shown in Designer White with Florence Walnut
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Something
for everyone
Healthcare
Make your space work.
Click for more
Healthcare
resources

TAKE CARE
We deliver spaces that keep pace with the demands
of today so you can elevate the impact of quality
healthcare tomorrow.

Education
Make your space work.
Click for more
Education
resources
TOP OF THE CLASS
We’re happy to report that HON gets an A+ for adaptability and
efficiency - we’ve got a product for every space, every student, and
every skill set to help create engaging and creative environments
for everyone to do and be their best.

Government
Make your space work.
Click for more
Government
resources

SMART SPACE SOLUTIONS FOR GOVERNMENT
Our mission to offer exceptional government office
product and space solutions has been intact for
almost 40 years: Create high quality workstations,
chairs, desks, and storage at an affordable price, all
backed by the most powerful warranty the industry.
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& care

HON FABRICS
Nothing electrifies a workspace
better than vibrant color and
luxurious materials, which is why
HON offers an ample variety of
luxurious fabrics that will breathe new
life into your landscape.

CLICK TO SEE
OUR FABRIC
OFFERING

The HON Company
200 Oak Street
Muscatine, IA 52761
800.833.3964
hon.com
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